
Resource 1: Book Covers



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“The category into which a story fits”. 



 
 

 

 

This type of story often features physical 

action, with the characters going off 

somewhere unfamiliar.  The problem can 

often be a quest or mission of some sort. 

 

 



 

This type of story involves characters 

trying to discover a vital piece of 

information which is kept hidden until 

the climax of the story.  These stories 

create suspense and are about a 

puzzling event. 

 



 

 

These stories are often set in fictional, 

invented worlds.  They may involve 

magic, and can often follow a ‘quest’ or 

‘mystery’ type of storyline.  Other fantasy 

stories can include other impossible 

things like talking animals. 

 



 

 

These stories try to get the reader scared 

and fascinated with the story.  

Supernatural things like ghosts and UFOs 

could be included in the story. 

 

 



 

 

This type of story contains events that 

could actually happen.  The characters 

are invented, but are true-to-life, and the 

events are set in modern times. 

 

 



 

 

 

This type of story follows the 

conventions of ‘realistic fiction’, but is 

set in past times (e.g. World War 2, 

Victorian times, 1970s). 

 

 



 

 

Most of these stories involve the 

attraction of 2 people.  The story may 

involve teenage romances, or marriage 

and having children.  These stories 

usually have a happy ending. 

 

 



 

 

This type of story is like a fantasy story 

which involves science, and technology 

(e.g. robots, time machines etc).  The 

setting often defines a science-fiction 

story (examples include outer-space and 

the future). 

 



 

 

These stories intend to bring about 

strong feelings of suspense and danger.  

They often involve a hunt, chase or race 

against time.  This type of story often 

overlaps with detective/mystery and 

action-adventure stories. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

These stories often tell about events from the distant 

past, the specific time of which is often not specified.  

They can contain exaggerated human characters, 

often taking on a hero/heroine storyline.  Characters 

often fall into ‘goodies’ and ‘baddies’, and have 

traits like kindness, honesty, bravery, chivalry, 

evilness, bitterness and greediness. 

The stories are often passed down through 

generations of real people. 

 
 



 

 

These are stories that have been passed down to us over 

the years by real people. There are many types of 

folktales, including fables and fairy tales. 

 

Fables are brief stories that teach a lesson or moral. The 

characters are usually animals, but they are given human 

characteristics. An example of a fable is "The Fox and the 

Grapes." 

 

Fairy Tales usually have magical elements with characters 

that could be fairies, giants, elves etc. Many times 

magical deeds are performed. Cinderella is an example 

of a fairy tale. 



Exit Ticket
Name: 
An example of genre is:

An example of style is:

The difference between them is

Exit Ticket
Name: 
An example of genre is:

An example of style is:

The difference between them is



What do you think is the difference between genre and style?

Can you name a genre and a style



To investigate what is meant by the 
term genre

To identify some of the key features of 
different genres. 















A: I didn’t expect to find you here.

B: I didn’t know where else to go.

C: Did you see the look on his face?

B: Yes

A: Would some one mind explaining what you’re talking 
about.

B: Sorry we thought you knew.

C: It seems half the street know already.

A: I haven’t got a clue what you are talking about.







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOvVlEq
N7YM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOvVlEqN7YM




Resource 5: Blank Story Mountain



Naturalism and Non Naturalism 

 

 

Resource 6: Naturalism and Non-naturalism 

Non Naturalism Naturalism 



Resource 7: Table - Naturalism and Non-naturalism 
 

From the production that you have seen what would you consider to be 
naturalistic and non-naturalistic elements of the performance 

 
 

Naturalism Non-naturalism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Resource 8: Rebus puzzle
Answer- use of space to show relationships (proxemics)



End on Stage



Thrust Stage



In the Round



Traverse



Where could a performance take 
place?



Resource 10: Performance Spaces



 
 

Resource 11: Acting Key Terms 
 

 

AD LIB  

ASIDE  

BLOCKING  

CHARACTERISATION  

CORPSING  

DICTION  

GESTURE  

INFLECTION  

MIME  

PACE  

PITCH  

PROJECTION  

RAPPORT  

STILLNESS  

TONE  

 



Watching Live Theatre- Acting

Voice

Facial 
Expression

Body 
Language

Characters’
relationships to 

others



Watching Live Theatre- Costume

Colour
And

Fabric

Costume 
Changes?

Is costume 
appropraite
to the time
of the play?

What 
does the 
costume 

it tell us about 
character?



Watching Live Theatre- Set

What is the 
set?

Set 
changes?

Is the set 
naturalistic or 

not?

What 
atmosphere
does the set 

create?



Watching Live Theatre- Lighting

Special effects 
used in the 
lighting?

Colours used 
in lighting

What atmosphere does 
the lighting create?

Lighting 
changes- for 
what 
purpose?



Watching Live Theatre- Sound

Sound 
effects 
used

Is the sound live 
or recorded?

What atmosphere 
does the sound 

create?

Do the actors 
make the sound?



Watching Live Theatre- Hair and Make Up

What hair and 
makeup did 
you see?

What did the hair and 
make up tell us about 
the characters?

Did the hair and 
make up match the 

performance?

Did the performance 
use masks?



Watching Live Theatre- Directing

What do you think
the director 
wanted to
achieve?

Did the direction match 
the intention of the 
playwright?

What scenes did 
you remember and 

why?

Were there 
moments 

that didn’t
work? Why?



Resource 13: Lighting and Sound Key Terms 
 

Lighting Key Terms 
 
 

BACKLIGHT  

BARNDOORS  

BLACKOUT  
 

CROSS FADE  

FADE  

FLOOD  

FOLLOWSPOT  

GENERAL COVER  

GOBO  

LANTERN  

LIGHTING PLOT  

LFX  

 
Sound Key Terms 

 
 

ACAPELLA  

ACOUSTICS  

AMBIENT NOISE  

MICROPHONE  

RADIO MIC  

DIEGETIC  

NON DIEGETIC  

 



Lighting design

How would you describe the lighting in this picture?



Our Learning Today

• To investigate the impact lighting can have in 
performance.

• To introduce key lighting terms.



Why is lighting design important?

Why is it important? 

What might lighting design achieve?

What can lighting be used for?

Exam Board Requirements

lighting – a full lighting design for the performance with a cue sheet detailing lanterns used 
and the differing lighting states. A minimum of six lighting changes evident in the 
performance. Lights up and lights down are not included in this number. Discuss with 
appropriate staff the selection, rigging and plotting of the lights. During the performance 
learners must operate the lighting desk. 



Other Light sources

What else would be considered part of lighting?



Lights can be useful for: 

• defining different locations on the stage

• Creating mood and atmosphere

• Highlighting key moments of action and directing 
the audience’s focus. 

Lighting can denote time of year or day and can also 
be used in an abstract or symbolic way, such as 
using a red light to symbolise danger or passion.



Examples of lighting

Look at these pictures and in pairs discuss what 
the light is portraying. Mood? Focus?  
Atmosphere?



Illumination: The simple ability to see what is occurring 
on stage. Any lighting design will be ineffective if the 
audience has to strain to see the characters; unless this 
is the explicit intent.



Focus: Directing the audience's attention to an 
area of the stage or distracting them from another.



Mood: Setting the tone of a scene. Harsh red light has a 
totally different effect than soft lavender light.





Location and time of day: Establishing or altering position in 
time and space. Blues can suggest night time while orange and 
red can suggest a sunrise or sunset. Use of gobos to project sky 
scene, moon etc



Projection/stage elements: Lighting may be 
used to project scenery or to act as scenery 
onstage.



Composition: Lighting may be used to show 
only the areas of the stage which the designer 
wants the audience to see, and to "paint a 
picture". 





Lighting State: the overall lighting effect you have created.









Adding to your work

• How might you use the theatre lighting to add 
to your two tableau story.



Job of lighting designer

The lighting designer must also know the play 
very well. They work closely with the director to 
understand what they want to communicate in 
each scene and where the focus of the action 
onstage should be. They also work closely with 
the set designer, as they both play such a large 
role in the visual impact of a production. Often 
the realisation of the set designer’s artistic 
vision depends greatly upon the way their set is 
lit.



• The lighting designer designs lighting cues. 
That means they decide when to move from 
one lighting state to the next. A sudden 
change to a different lighting state is called a 
snap and a slow change where one state 
overlaps another is called a fade.

• Just like set design, the style of lighting must 
suit the production. 



A naturalistic production of a Chekov play would 
not use symbolic lighting. 



A non-naturalistic might use lighting that was 
more abstract and stylised.



Technical stuff

Lighting is a very technical area and there are 
many types of lights (or lanterns).





FLOODS are used to provide large area washes of light. They come equipped 
with a gel frame and are especially useful for lighting backcloths.  The beam 
cannot be shaped, so generally other lantern types are more flexible.



• Flood - produces a clear wide-angled light, but 
there’s little control over the spread of the 
light. Coloured filters can be used with this 
lamp.



FRESNEL lanterns give a soft-edged beam with large size variation.  
Used to create large washes of light (like the flood), sometimes highly 
colored, but as beam size and shape can be altered it is preferable to 
the Flood. They have external barn doors, which shape the beam but 
don’t sharpen it like the shutters on the Profile.  



• Fresnel - used for a softer edged effect, with a 
diffusing lens in front of the lamp. It's useful 
for good overall light when used with others. 
Coloured filters can be used with this lamp.



PROFILE SPOTS will give you a sharply defined image in outline of any 
object.  They are fitted with shutters, usually four, which can be pushed 
into the light beam, shaping its appearance on stage.  

The  beam can be focused from very hard-edged to very soft. There is usually a slot cut 
into the body of the lantern, which accepts Gobo’s – cut out metal patterns whose 
image is projected onto the stage.



Spot - has a hard-edged 
effect, used to light 
characters or elements on 
the stage. Coloured filters 
can be used with this 
lamp.



Coloured Gels

A color gel or color filter, or a lighting gel or simply 
gel, is a   transparent colored material that is used 
to colour light and for colour correction



Coloured gels can be added to the front of some 
lanterns so that they throw coloured light onto 
the stage. 



Gobos

Some lanterns can also be fitted with what is 
known as a gobo. This is a sheet inserted on a 
frame at the front of the light with a design cut 
into it. It filters the light, creating a picture effect 
on the stage. For example, a gobo could be used 
to create a dappled lighting effect to look like 
the leaves of a forest, or could be cut to create 
strips of light onstage which look like the bars of 
a prison.



Examples of Gobos







Lighting Symbols



A basic design

Using the piece of script that you have been 
given plan and plot the lighting design and cues 
for the scene. You need to be able to justify your 
choices.
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